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with which he endows his Philadors, Fiancescos, and Robertos. His
life was squalid rather than Uagic ; and through some tender and
idyllic passages in his works, as well as from the testimony of his
friends, one may discern much in it that merits compassion, if not
esteem.
His first love-pamphlet, Mamillia : a Mirrour or Looking-glasse " Mam-
for the Ladies of Englandc, is not only composed throughout in*
the style of Eitphnes ; it actually takes Lyly's initial situation and
reverses it.    The theme is man's fickleness contrasted with the a
unquenchable devotion of the woman who loves. This lesson is
elaborated, not only in the incidents, but in the regular euphuistic
manner — in numerous haiangues, debates and didactic epistles.
Mamillia arrives at Padua from Venice, and is courted by Pharicles,
who before long finds himself hopelessly enamoured of her cousin,
Pubha. Pledged to both ladies at once, and unable to make up
his mind between their rival attractions, the vacillating lover takes
himself off to Spain, and assumes the habit of a palmer. When
Greene resumed the story he had fallen a victim to the blandish-
ments of Greek romance, no doubt being under the spell of Sidney's
jtrcadia}- Hence in Mamillia : the Seconds Parte of the Tryumphe
of Pallas, the tale runs off on romantic excursions. The faithful
Publia has died in a convent, leaving her fortune to the recreant
lover. Mamillia's father also is dead, and has left her his large
possessions, but on the awkward condition that she shall not marry
Pharicles. That unstable person, meanwhile, is in prison at Sara-
gossa, lying condemned to death on a trumped-up charge, through
the malice of a courtesan whose advances he had repulsed. The
devoted heroine comes to the rescue and marries him, and the im-
pressionable senators at Padua set aside her father's will to reward
her matchless constancy.	(<
Early in the year following the first part of MamiUia> Greene ^. £
published a version of the story of Susannah and the elders, entitled Of
The Myrrour of Modestie (i584).2  Of this pamphlet there seems Modestie"
lJoidan has a note (p. 32)' "Sidney's Arcadia with its minute and keen
analysis of character was wntten before 1585, but there is no way]of knowing
whether Greene had read it." Yet he himself adduces plenty of evidence that
Greene must have read and been deeply influenced by it, and probably some time
before 1585.
8 Complete Works^ ed. A. Grosart, ii.

